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mike calls the dispatcher to report that a naked girl has been found in the loft's boiler
room. when he arrives at the loft, he finds tara lying on the floor, and tries to calm her

down. he asks where the other children are, and she says that she left them alone in the
loft. the trio of tara, dawn, and art have just had dinner at a local restaurant. they run
into an elderly blind woman named edna, who mistakes tara for a ghost and begins to

scream, her vision of ghosts and spirits causing her to believe she's seeing one. as dawn
and art comfort edna, tara uses the distraction to steal one of art's cigarettes and blow a

huge hole into his stomach. dawn then uses the distraction to grab the hat of a patron
(who attacks her moments later with a knife), and throws it at art, landing in his

stomach. they all leave the restaurant, but are soon interrupted by a group of police
officers (who mistook edna for a burglar before tara and dawn explained that she's

elderly and hallucinating). art runs off from the authorities, and the group of survivors
head to the local hospital, where the funeral home owner, joel, shows them to the

morgue. art is smothered with gauze until they're able to remove his belongings, and his
body is subsequently put on a gurney and taken to the morgue, where it's prepared for
burial. tara and dawn then take edna to see if she can receive medical assistance. vicky

is admitted to hospital after the above events, after being severely injured during the
ordeal. art pleads with the hospital administrators that he be allowed to help vicky,

however no requests are granted. art eventually gets into the room with her using a gun
to force entry, before he throws her into a wheelchair and ties her up with gauze. art

then takes a metal cage from the room and locks vicky inside, before injecting her with
drugs and sending her some whiskey.
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but when they wake up they find
they were just having a bad

nightmare and tara finds herself in
the same position in which she

found herself at the beginning of the
film! tara asks about dawn, but

dawn's head has been replaced by a
halloween pumpkin. dawn agrees to
show tara around the school and the
landscape is revealed to be the town
of coonham. they arrive at a nearby
house, where art has sent tara and

dawn to, who had somehow
managed to escape from their

cages. tara has dawn drive slowly,
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so as to not arouse suspicion. inside
the house, tara attempts to call mike

for help, but it appears he has left
town and she has to do it herself.
tara notices the skulls, and other

obvious signs of clown-crafting, but
is unaware of the stash of clown
masks in the basement. she also

discovers art's secret room.
suddenly, art bursts into the room

wielding a chainsaw, which he
proceeds to use to hack at tara's

torso. tara holds him off, but
eventually loses her grip on the

chainsaw and is nearly decapitated.
tara manages to get her hands

around art's neck, and drags him
into the living room where dawn is
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sitting alone. as the two start
fighting, dawn attempts to get help
from the door, but she is shot in the
head by art, who then proceeds to
drag dawn's head into the room by
her hair. tara is repeatedly stabbed
in the legs and stomach by art, who
continues his depraved assault upon

her. eventually, tara's wounds
become too severe to cope with, and
she collapses to the floor. while she
is on the ground, art strangles tara

to death. tara's body is then
decapitated by art, who proceeds to
cram her head into the clown mask
dawn had been wearing. art then
pins dawn's severed head to the

wall, declaring "you're mine now!"
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